EnglishClip 12 - Experiences
Kate:
Sara:
Kate:
Sara:
Kate:
Sara:
Kate:
Sara:

Have you ever been to America?
No, I haven’t. Have you?
Yes, I went there last year.
Who did you go with?
My boyfriend, it was great!
What did you do there?
We visited the Grand Canyon.
Wow, that’s great!

Choose any topic from the list and ask your partner.
If you get a “Yes” answer, ask more questions.

Have you ever ...?
Yes, I have.

No, I haven’t. Have you?
Wow, that’s amazing!
Really? That’s interesting!
I don’t believe it. Really?
Oh dear, how awful.
Oh, that’s too bad.

Did you ...
Were you ...
When did ...
Where did ...
Who did ...
What did ...
Why did ...
How did ...
Which did ...
What kind of ...
How much did ...
How long did ...
How many ...

Play the Bluffing Game!
Group ask student A a “Have you ever ...?” question. Student A MUST
answer “Yes, I have.” but can bluff or tell the truth. Group, like detectives,
ask Did and Wh questions to decide if A is bluffing. When the group is ready
to decide, say “It’s true.” or “She’s bluffing.” Student A tell them, true or bluff.
If your guess is right, you score a point. Student A gets all the points for
wrong guesses. Change student A.

been abroad
worked in a restaurant
played tennis
seen a horror movie
driven a car
been skiing
been camping
been to a theater
eaten an insect
broken a bone
cheated in an exam
had an accident
met a famous person
lost your wallet
found some money
ridden a motorbike
seen a snake
forgotten a birthday
been on TV
fainted
been to a wedding
made Chinese food
been in a police car
written a love letter
stayed up all night
been lost
stolen something
slept in the park
lost a shoe
won a prize
_________
_________
_________
_________
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